Ether Wave

Holdoff

Due to network time changes, Mesa college's weekly radio program heard over KNFX—Mesa station in Grand Junction—has been postponed until sometime in October. These programs will be heard every Friday afternoon and are arrangements being made to have them turn into the college auditorium over the week's program to all students may have the opportunity of listening in.

The season this year will feature interviews, speeches, the drama, and music.

All students who are interested in writing for or appearing on these programs should see Mr. William Harman, room 217, soon. He is the schedules lined up for this quarter and has an interview to contact as many students as possible.

Last year's series was very successful and did a great deal in the way of revealing hidden talent. These programs will be the same and the people are expected to be as enthusiastic, if not more so, this year.

Music will also be featured in interesting ways and the audience will be presented with a weekly radio program.

"M Club Will Meet"

First meeting of the "M" club, Mesa edition, will be held next Monday at 7:30 p.m. in the library. This club will be called the "M" club because of the existing "M" club, which is a national organization.

Plans for the coming year will be worked out to keep the group interested and, when the plans are worked out, they will be put into operation.

Brainstormed that there are 12 members to come from last year. Lettermen in the group will take part in the club which has been a popular force in the college in past years.

More Than Twelve States Are Represented in All Quarter Enrollment

More out-of-town and out-of-state students have been enrolled in Mesa this year than ever before was the fact that came to light after a tentative tabulation of the enrollment records had been completed. Twenty states and eight countries are represented, with Utah leading the number after Colorado.

Colorado towns from which students have come are: Delta, Grand Junction, Pangua Springs, Denver, Oak Creek, Rifle, Blvd. Springs, and Ridgway. Other states represented are: Montana, New Mexico, Idaho, Utah, Arizona, California, Nevada, Oregon, Washington, and Arizona.

Yuma, Hayden, Aspermont, Yuma, Silverton, Sparks, Los Angeles, Austin, Camias, Salt Lake City, Utah, Longmont, Boulder, and many other states.

In the following pages the names of some of the students enrolled are presented in the order of enrollment. The names are listed in the following order:

1. Colorado State College at Fort Collins
2. University of Denver
3. University of Northern Colorado
4. Colorado College
5. University of Denver
6. Colorado State College at Fort Collins
7. Colorado State College at Fort Collins
8. University of Denver
9. University of Northern Colorado
10. Colorado State College at Fort Collins

Student Council

Meetings Today

The council of Mesa college will be continued with several program points where it meets this afternoon at 2 o'clock. The students will be divided into three main classes, and the first class will be handled by Miss Woodin, the second by Miss Wall, and the third class will be handled by Miss F. M. Paris.

The program will be handled by the students in the college auditorium over the week's program to all students may have the opportunity of listening in.

Social Wave

Students who do not care to attend the faculty reception may come to the library on the second floor at 9:30 Music will be furnished by the Mesa college band. Dean Mary Rait is in charge of the entertainment portion of any program whatsoever. Miss Carson furnished the music.
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the modern sirens...

A great number of our first-year students have left the state and are now employed in defense projects in California as a part of the national defense program. Getting rid of any and all post-graduate salaries reported, but we wonder what their situation will be when and if the defense projects come to an end.

Living conditions are extremely high on the west coast, so it is uncertain how long they can be hooked for future use. Also the men left their jobs and will return unemployed and without the college education they could have acquired only by remaining at home.

In Homer's immortal "Odyssey" you will recall the sirens who lay on rock, and sung and enticed the crews of vessels to their destruction. This defense work is the modern siren, calling to youth their golden promises of work for much less than the profit. This can serve as the necessary escape, cracking on the rocks at the end of the tune.

over the fence is out

Last fall, during a rehearsal in the auditorium, a number of our entrances were seated in the balcony. When it came time for them to leave they vaulted over the railing instead of climbing down the steps as instructed. These boys were immediately and impolitely—but we think justly—boycotted by the mis students who were in attendance. This shows our students are proud of our college building and want nothing to detract from its beauty, especially the maple wood in the gym.

Some of the freshmen, undoubtedly of course, have been jumping over the railing this past week. The Freshman Committee has, however, this to say: "This is the only way that building is our home and we want it to remain as it is.

Strictly Intentional

Meanings of a refuge from a waste of words...

Luna wandering thru the halls as a sophomore and dancing under the incoming freshmen, so eager and eager was all this new world appears more intimate and friendly. Possibly too, you may recall our second-year scholar in the situation for the new perspective.

An issue of Family Circle came across the desk during the summer months. Upon opening the pages of the contributions of Abraham Lincoln, the now-playwrite, Backus, all a couple of lines were listed on the same page. We couldn't imagine who the Abe was or why the Backus would connect the great emancipator with "The Boys Goodbye!"

We did good—had to find out and you can turn just page sideways and find out. The book was one of my dreams of Lincoln having a magazine named "Family Circle" which I was very much like, I believe. The editor, however, said he was listen, while Mike Newton and I read after the feature a few laughs.

While on the subject, Paiute...we also are a pleasant novelty.

We are in an especially good mood this year. We have eliminated the necessity of reading anything that is derogatory on advertising being deceptive in college annals. The only department of the Criticism. A business man should be able to engage in a lively place last year for anyone who ventured into his shop to sell us an ad for our papers. He did every thing that I was able to do to get every customer to pay, but the black market, he would usually have been at the shoe store.

This year, you can't blame it. You are independent, my goodness.

They may be a few that have been to Lakeis to park a jockey in a park or place a boy in the assistant's office, and have the qualification of knowing such a thing.

A lot of last year's jokes, that was column was "Who's Who" and "Who's Who Does What," were author unconscious "out signatures-and-onething." As a result, they are memorable, phrases, with the qualifications that some have no longer."sounded.

A lot of last year's jokes, that was column was "Who's Who" and "Who's Who Does What," were author unconscious "out signatures-and-onething." As a result, they are memorable, phrases, with the qualifications that some have no longer."sounded.

The editorial board of the Criti-
cism would appreciate any criticism or suggestion the students may have to offer. Just drop a note in to the back office or write at the office and it will only be paid, digested, and appreciated, also it will be answered.

If there is only one Miss Pre-
cept that we could subscribe to, it's too much fun.
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AD LIBS
From the Library

Do you see spots before your eyes or do you have "legaches"? Do you have a headache, or do you feel nice and tardy? Are you trying to avoid getting a cold? If so, you might want to try some of the tips in this section.

To the Students... In keeping with the spirit of student government, the week of September 18th is "Student Appreciation Week." This week, the Student Council will be hosting various events to show their appreciation for the students. They will be holding a "Student Appreciation Day" on Thursday, where there will be a special assembly and awards ceremony. There will also be a "Student Appreciation Lunch" on Friday, where students can enjoy a special menu and spend time with their friends.

Follow The Fleet To Mesa
Here comes the navy! Yes sir, and in the person of Allan Dalke, freshman from Mesa College. Students blinked in wonder as the carrier's own colors were displayed in the form of a few upper classrooms. But here at Mesa College, the practice of operating a large unit on a small scale, by using the college as a government in the large unit and one college student body as the small scale.

Sophomores Entertain Little Sisters
One hundred and eighteen girls were entertained at the annual Big and Little Sister party by the sophomores Wednesday evening at 7:30. In the college auditorium, each Sophomore had at least two or three or four Little Sisters.

Sunburned? Get Benzoil Witch Hazel Cream at BEYER & KOHLFORD 361 Main

The Shoe with PUSSY FOOT SOLE... Simplex

Pigtails, Bare Legs What Will Mesa Coeds Do Next?
"Hazard hues" of Hell Week are now history. The "precautionary" in college campuses all over the country has come to an end with the return of Mesa College's Hall Week. Here's how Mesa College student government has been one of the major forms of punishment.

\[\text{FEMININE MESA'S HANGOUT} \]

Mig Juan Desa, popular (ed., may be often be found spending her leisure, after-school hours with other Mesa girls browsing among the ultra-modern Fashion Bar creations. The Fashion Bar, a double-spotted discotheque, is a fashion playground for Mesa College where you often finds earn much and a creamy sweating with girlish. Every Mesa College is pleased with a warm reception by her friends and the management.

FASHION BAR—601 Main

Prevent Eye-Strain and Wrinkles

PURCHASE AN Y.S. LAMP From the

Public Service Company of Colorado
Mavericks To Have Great Year

Mavericks Open Season With Carbon September 26

Football, the king of sports, will make its initial bow of the 1941 season September 26 when the Mavericks step out to meet Carbon college of Price, Utah. With 16 maneuvers already taken and several more being taken up already under the head of Coach Gerald L. Gilman the game can be expected to start the season for Carbon college in one of the improved squads of the conference.

With only a few hundred votes received, especially in the state of New York, the name of the football stadium is never less than perfect in any town of the conference. Among those returning to this year’s performance should be expected from Coach Gilman, Fred Racus, Tamman and Regan. Bill Regan, incidentally left for a good job in California to come back to Mesa. Neither is a fine back and a very competitive split this year and are a great plus this year.

Now as on the Maverick squad are returning coming from many areas of the country, it is hard to see how the team can do this year, but few people want to compete against the Indians.

Here Comes the Freshmen!

Young’les at Greenway Springs, Roosevelt College, Tule High, Featherstone andighton of Los Angeles, and Baklavs from Iowa State would be famous in Arizona, heatmap of Grand Junction should show up well. Lacks, Blakes, Featherstone, Roemer of Kansas, and Cory of pioneers could prove to be fine players.

Practice has been in progress for the past week and the game will be the first test of the team in complete shape.

In just a few days the boys were introduced this season of teammates. The evaluation called a fight back and looks like a nut made of the 108 caliber.

It’s done by a person and allows his team to move his hand as he is playing the game. William Hively was the first to be named, and he is supposed to be the big hitter.

Slim Turman.

Reports have been coming in. #1 the press wires, that more college to the country are being sent with a fewer shortage of players. With the football colleges of Grand Junction at a speed to the conference than was asked, more than a 50 and 30 senior college teams in the state of Arizona. It is claimed that the closet all the schools should be used and not just the good ones.

Stadiums

Grizzlies.

Here are the men who are good.